


About the Cover
The cover represents the 12th anniversary of CARD MBA. It is believed that the 
rainbow is the sign of hope. The institution aims to bring HOPE through 
protection and empowerment. 

The colors of the rainbow symbolizes the 10 institutions of CARD MRI. The rays of the 
sun signifies the provincial and service offices of CARD MBA. On the other hand, the 
stars represent the institution’s 12 years of relentless service to the members.

The theme and concept was created by 
Mr. Alexander M. Dimaculangan, 
Former General Manager. This theme 
was used during the 12th anniversary 
celebration of CARD MBA.
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In synergy, we produce epic results!

My warmest greeting to the members and staff of CARD MBA 
as it celebrates its 12th anniversary!

Indeed, time flies fleetingly! Looking back, what started as a 
Members Mutual Fund is now a full-fledged Mutual Benefit 
Association, soaring high...setting standards...stead-
fast as ever! CARD MBA is a proof that if we work 
together towards the same vision, we can achieve our aspirations. 

We started this endeavour because we understand that enduring empower-
ment does not rely on finances alone. It requires a holistic method that includes 
protection – protection from life’s many uncertainties and unforeseen circumstances.  

I commend the MBA Coordinators and the staffs for making sure that the 
1-3-5-day on Claims Settlement policy is met. This policy is very pivot-
al in the lives of our members and I know that you will stand by this. I respect the 
institution for the services it has rendered for the members and their families. With more 
Provincial and Service Offices, the institution is easily reached by the growing MBA community. 

I also speak well of the institution’s efforts to help other organizations with the same social 
causes like ours through the Build-Operate-And-Transfer (BOAT) program. With more 
empowered Filipinos, we make our armours stronger in our fight against poverty.

CARD MBA’s foundation has been laid. It is strong and reliant. Today, as the new 
management takes the lead, I am certain that they will maintain the vigour of the institution and 
come up with new products and services that will redefine the meaning of protection for our 
members and partners.

A salute to our members and partners for their continuous trust! A salute to the 
staff of CARD MBA for the love and hard work you pour into the institution!

Mabuhay ka, CARD MBA!

Dr. Jaime Aristotle B. Alip
CARD MRI Founder
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What does it mean for you to become empowered? What will you give to 
protect yourself and your family from life’s uncertainties? 

My warmest greeting as CARD MBA celebrates its 12th anniversary!

How fast time flies! It is overwhelming to think that we will enjoy 
another fulfilling year. The year 2011 has been meaningful to all of us…
and for CARD MBA, it means continuous growth and progress in the 
Microinsurance industry. I will never forget that I became a part of this 
significant organization. This is an incomparable and life changing 
experience for me. 

No one can deny that CARD MBA has come so far! It is truly an 
honor for all of us to OWN this dependable institution. It is comfort-

ing to be a part of an organization that is strong and established. 

With CARD MBA, I feel empowered. For me, to be empowered means to come out of your shell and be a 
better person. To be empowered means having the opportunity to choose and have a say on 

matters that are important.

As a mother, I would lay everything on the line just to protect my family. CARD MBA is an 
instrument for all of us to protect our families and have a meaningful voice at the same time. 
Now, we have a voice that can stir change. Look at all of us; we are now agents of change! 

In the span of two years as the President of our association, I’ve learned so many things, gathered so many 
new experiences, and travelled to different places (both local and international) that I never thought I’d 
see had it not been for CARD. I am deeply thankful for all these experiences that will be with me forever. 

I would like to express my gratitude to Ma’m May Dawat, Sir Alex Dimaculangan and to all the people 
behind CARD MRI. Of course, allow me to extend my “thank you” to Boss Aris Alip and to our beloved MBA 
Coordinators, fellow BOT, and to my co-members. Thank you for all the support you have 
given me and our institution. All of you are the reasons behind CARD MBA’s stability and success.   

I only hope for the continuous growth of CARD MBA and the whole CARD MRI as well. I am one with you 
in the daily grinds of life! Let us continue to show the difference we can make when we work together.

Again, my big thanks to everyone! Mabuhay ka, CARD MBA!

Jocelyn C. Decipeda
CARD MBA President
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It is amazing to watch something unfold or grow within our 
sight. As parents, we feel proud when we see our kids go out 
into the real world armed with values and wisdom. It gives us 
that reassuring feeling that we have done something right. This 
is the same feeling I harbor for CARD MBA.

It is when the core is strong that we can allow something to 
grow beyond our watch. Again, this is the same feeling that 

I have for the institution. 

Over the years, we have been giving our members the best products and services that 
we can bring to the table. We are empowering the members by giving them the chance to 
protect themselves and their families. We are ensuring the members that we can help 
them right away in times of disasters and uncertainties. With our growing membership and 
partnership, we take it to heart that we have earned their trust because 
we are doing something right.

We don’t settle for mediocrity and we always want to find better ways for our mem-
bers and their families. The institution continuously opens more Provincial and 
Service Offices so that we can readily and efficiently answer to the needs of the members. 

CARD MBA is strong not because of standing still. It endures because it reinvents itself and 
delights its members and partners through enhancement and advancement. CARD MBA is 
united because there is no room for division, only unity. It endures because it values the strength 
of many and uses it for the good of all. 

As I go back to our inception in 2001, I can’t help but be excited for the promis-
ing years ahead of CARD MBA. Our institution has grown but there is still room for further 
growth. Keep in mind that the reason why the institution exists is also the key to its success. 

Kudos to the members and to the new set of CARD MBA leaders! I am one with you as you take 

on the new chapter of our institution. 

Alexander M. Dimaculangan
CARD MBA Former General Manager
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It is said that we are placed in certain positions in 
our lives for a reason…that nothing comes around 
by chance and that everything has a purpose. 

Today, I am given a NEW purpose and that is to take 
the baton that is being passed to me as the new general 
manager of CARD MBA. 

I am humbled to have the opportunity to lead it on its next 
journeys.

I have seen the love that our former General Manager, Sir Alexander Dimaculangan, has 
poured into the institution. I will always remember that as I put myself in his shoes. What big 
shoes to fill! But I am not worried because beside me are the strong and willful women of CARD 
MBA and the altruistic staffs of the institution. 

The year 2011 was filled with feats and challenges. Our feats remind us that we are on the right 
track and inspire us to think out of the box even more. On the other hand, the challenges that 
came along allowed us innovate and brought out the best in each one of us. 

“It’s our time” was the conference slogan during the Biennial Conference of the International 
Cooperative and Mutual Insurance Federation (ICMIF). Indeed, it is high time to reinvigorate 
our institution and truly claim that the mutual benefits sector serves its social purpose. I believe 
that 2012 has so much in store for all of us and together, we can go the distance!

Let me thank the members, MBA Coordinators, staff, and the whole CARD MRI Management 
for standing by our institution. We make up the core of CARD MBA and it is up to all of us to 
bring it to an eminent stage! 

Mabuhay po tayong lahat!
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Opening of New Provincial 
and Service Offices

As a continuous effort to serve the growing units of CARD MRI, CARD MBA opens new Provincial and 
Service Offices (SO) to efficiently cater to the needs of the members. 

This 2011, 11 Provincial Offices and two Service Offices were opened with the assistance of CARD MBA 
staff.  The said POs and SO opened in Luzon 1, Luzon 3, Visayas and Mindanao. With the new offices, 
members and their families can expect more improvement in the delivery of CARD MBA’s services.

Below are the list of newly opened Provincial and Service Offices:

The CARD Mutual Benefits Association (CARD MBA) started as the CARD-Members Mutual Fund, which aims to provide 
benefits to members in case of death. What started as the MMF is now an institution created FOR the members and 
governed BY the members. CARD MBA empowers women through financial assistance and pioneering services that uplift 
their lives and those of their dependents as well. 

CARD MBA shows growth as its assets reach P3,643,678,938. Truly, the institution is as strong as ever. And it gets better 
through time because CARD MBA continuously comes up with new products and improves service delivery to the members.  
Also, the institution welcomes the new set of Board of Trustees elected during the 12th Annual General Membership Meeting. 
CARD MBA also finished the Business Process Review thru the assistance of Sycip Gorres Velayo (SGV) and Co. The major 
recommendations on procedures for remittances and payment of claims and expenses will be implemented starting January 
2, 2012. The institution boasts its 1-3-5 Target on Claims Settlement with 95% of claims paid within the target dates. 
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The year 2011 marked another momentous event as CARD 
MBA welcomes a new General Manager. Ms. May S. Dawat is 
the new “GM” of the institution as Mr. Alexander 
Dimaculangan retires from his post.

With a strong foundation and leadership set by Mr. Alexander 
M. Dimaculangan, the new GM takes on the challenge of set-
ting an even higher bar for the industry. The new leader of the 
institution seeks better products and services for the members 
and their dependents, most specially during uncertain times. 

Many members faced challenges during the year and Ms. May 
Dawat is tasked to come up with ways to be of better service 
to the members and their families. 

Ms. May Dawat leads a new pack of MBA forerunners who will 
set and define a new standard to the Mutual Benefits arena.   

In Photo: (Left) Former MBA General Manager, Mr. Alexander Dimaculangan with the new General Manager, Ms. RMay Dawat, during 
the tribute to the former. (Right) CARD MBA Staff together with CARD MRI Founder, 

Dr. Jaime Aristotle Alip, during the Transition Meeting 
of the institution. 
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CARD MBA LIVE ON-AIR!
CARD MBA hit the airwaves with two live interviews on “Mga 
Nanay sa Kaunlaran” via Spirit FM Lucena. Ms. May S. Dawat, CARD 
MBA General Manager, and Ms. Jocelyn C. Decipeda, CARD MBA 
President graced the 30-minute live interview and discussed the 
products and services offered by the institution. Ms. Decipeda also shared 
her memorable experiences as she fulfils the obligations of her post. 

Mr. Vener S. Abellera, Assistant Manager for Operations, also had a 
separate interview with the same program. He discussed about CaMIA 
and its offerings. Mr. Abellera also promoted the PAID Plan and shared 
its value to the listeners. Listeners were able to place their text questions 
about CaMIA and our representative gladly answered each inquiry.

The interview was heard via Spirit FM in Lucena in Quezon 
Province, Marinduque and nearby areas. It was also broadcasted 
via live streaming and was seen through the internet by the viewers.

“Lakbay-diwa tungo sa ibayong tagumpay!”
This was the theme of the Annual General Membership Meeting 
(AGMM) held last September 8 to 9, 2011 at CARD MRI 
Development Institute (CMDI). The event was graced by the area 
representatives, BOAT partners, and staff of CARD MBA. The 
AGMM serves as a platform for the election of board of trustees 
(BOT), reporting of CARD MBA activities and operational status, 
awarding of essay contest, and launching of new programs/ offer-
ings of the institution. The meeting proceeded with 620, 251 proxy 
votes making up a quorum of 82%. 

A total of 189 area representatives participated in the BOT elec-
tions. BDSFI CEO Aristeo A. Dequito served as the 
COMELEC Chairman while CARD SME Bank EVP/COO 
Cynthia B. Baldeo and CARD Inc. Associate Director Ms. Elma B. 
Valenzuela served as COMELEC members. The following shows the 
result of the election:
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PO / SO NAME No. of VOTES

Cavite PO
Melanie P. Catapang 306,464

Ma. Therese Jane F. Perdito 517,751

Masbate PO
Vivina D. Rapsing 507,243
Lucy S. Gonzales 280,130
Sarah C. Albelda 39,118

Marinduque SO
Ma. Jocelyn Pelobello 84,989
Maricel A. Ramos 387,948
Elenita M. Gremaldo 346,677

Oriental Mindoro PO
Aniana A. Aniel 565,932
Leah P. Macapugay 261,237

Another highlight of the AGMM was the announcement of 
winners for the annual essay writing contest. Members weave pieces 
that talk about their unforgettable experiences related to CARD MBA. 

The winning essay was writted by Monica H. Reyes from Oriental Min-
doro. The piece was entitled “Mahiwaga ang Buhay ng Tao.” The final 
list of winners is presented below:

RANK PANGALAN PROVINCIAL OFFICE

1st Prize
Monica H. Reyes

Pamagat: “Mahiwaga ang Buhay ng Tao”
Oriental Mindoro PO

2nd Prize Matilde Delamitas Masbate PO
3rd Prize Efipania Reyes Bulacan PO

Consolation Prizes

Milagros R. Edep Palawan PO
Leah P. Macapugay Oriental Mindoro PO

Clarisse Nicolelyn Albaladejo
Camarines Sur PO

Mylene Brecia
Estrella Landicho Laguna PO

Rosalita Cañete
Masbate PO

Nenita Coton

CARD MRI Founder Dr. Jaime Aristotle B. Alip, CARD Inc. 
Executive Director Flordeliza L. Sarmiento, CARD Bank EVP 
Lorenza dT. Bañez and CARD SME Bank President & CEO Mary 
Jane B. Perreras gave their messages as the meeting comes to an 
end.



ABOARD THE BOAT of CARD MBA!
The Build-Operate-And-Transfer (BOAT Program) was created to promote mutuality and 
the benefits of Microinsurance programs for the marginalized sector in the society through 
the MBAs. It is a package of technology and is designed for organized groups with the intent 
of providing microinsurance protection for their members.

This year, CARD MBA welcomes three new partners for the said program. San Julian 
Multipurpose Cooperative joined last January 28, 2011. On the other hand, Sipsipin Multipur-
pose Cooperative joined last July 25, 2011. Lastly, Caunayan Multipurpose Cooperative joined 
last August 3, 2011.  

We end the year with 18 BOAT Partners. Today, we have 25, 464 members with a total 
contribution of PhP12, 661, 956.92. Benefits, worth PhP514, 407.84 were also given to 558 
members. 

BOAT PARTNERS

LAMPCO

DULNARC

MALAYA MPC

TIMGAS MPC

CANDELARIA

NAGUILIAN MPC

SAN ROQUE MPC

KALIKASAN MPC

HONFACRECO

SAGEM AGRA

SAN JULIAN MPC

CAUNAYAN MPC

SIPSIPIN MPC

2011 Audit Ratings of Provincial Offices
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CARD MBA JOINS ICMIF 2011 
BIENNIAL CONFERENCE

CARD MBA participated in the International Cooperative and Mutual 
Insurance Federation’s (ICMIF) 2011 Biennial Conference. ICMIF deems 
itself as “the voice of the world’s cooperative and mutual insurance 
sector.” The said event is the gathering of all mutual insurers across the 
globe and was held in Manchester, United Kingdom last October 23 to 
30, 2011. 

The institution was represented by Jocelyn C. Decipeda, CARD MBA 
President, Adela P. Ravadeneira, CARD MBA Vice President, May S. 
Dawat, General Manager-OIC, and Janet D. Caneo, Assistant Manager 
for Admin and Finance. 

The theme of the conference, “It’s our time...” reflects the opportunity 
of the sector to rise above the challenges and reinvigorate itself like 
never before. The event gathers the industry’s leaders to discuss and 
share their experiences and practices that can bring learning and 
insights to the participants. CARD MBA representatives joined 255 
other delegates from 37 countries.  

We understand the changing times and 
CARD MBA passionately listens to the 
requests of the members and seeks for 
better options that we can provide. 

An advisory was released regarding changes in 
the benefit package for the members. This took 
effect last January 3, 2011.

As a response to the growing appeal from the 
members, the institution gives an additional 
PhP1, 000 for every two years added after four 
years of membership in the organization.

Here is the list of possible claims covered by the life 
insurance in case of death or total and 
permanent disability:    

NEW BENEFIT PACKAGE FOR 
THE MEMBERS
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PARTICULARS NUMBER/AMOUNT
No. Provincial Office 21
No. Of Service Office 5
No. Of Institutional Partner 14
No. Of Staff 191
No. of MBA Coordinator 801
No. of Trustee 11
No. of Active Member 1,433,240
No. of Insured Individual 7,166,200

Number
of Claims Paid

Life Insurance 13,421
Retirement 4
Loan Redemption 3,138
Refund of 
Contribution

Life Insurance 32,972
Retirement 209,383

Number
of Claims Paid

Life Insurance Php 179,031,224.00
Retirement 12,693.00
AKAP CARD 43,318,761.00
Loan Redemption 27,810,710.00
Refund of 
Contribution

Life Insurance 50,423,150.00
Retirement 90,100,804.00

Total 387,293,604.00

Amount of 
Contribution

Life Insurance 917,340,375.00
Retirement 305,870,245.00
Loan Redemption 165,592,785.00

Total 1,388,803,405.00
Excess of Revenue Over Expenses 161,056,862.00

Total Fund Balance 859,665,994.00
Total Assets Php 3,643,678,938.00
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General Manager - OIC May S. Dawat
Assistant Manager. for Operation-Vis Min Vener S. Abellera
Assistant Manager. for Operation-Luzon Roselito A. Magpantay

Assistant Manager for Admin. and Finance - OIC Janet D. Caneo
In-House Actuary Fritzie M. Goza

Compliance Officer Federico B. Pepillo Jr.
Cluster Manager-  Mindanao Cluster Ely B. Rodriguez

Program and Relations Manager Arlene R. Umandap
Cluster Manager-  Luzon 1 Cluster Mauricio B. Maur

Acting Cluster Manager - Visayas Cluster Aristopher F. Punzalan
Provincial Manager Rona R. Nava

Provincial Manager with Int’l Grp Assign. Oliver M. Reyes
Admin Offficer Maribel M. Almanza
Finance Officer Sheryl Rose Ann V. Brul

Acting Program and Relations Officer Edison P. Tuico
Acting Claims Settlement Officer Roselle C. Badillo

Acting Cluster Accountant Nice C. Macalalad
Finance Officer-OIC Kathryn Joyce M. Bonilla
Executive Assistant Melanie T. Elpa

Admin Assistant Avigail Tarzona
Bookkeeper Maria Shyna G. Prado

Gen. Bookkeeper-OIC Reynel S. America
Accounting Officer-OIC Nerilyn P. Marceño

Bookkeeper Aimee E. Deza
Bookkeeper Vincent M. Saltorio

Insurance Processor Renalyn E. Abrigo
Bookkeeper Sarah Jane V. Calabia

Insurance Processor Leni A. Ampeloquio
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